We introduce a minorization-maximization approach to optimizing common measures of discovery significance in high energy physics. The approach alternates between solving a weighted binary classification problem and updating class weights in a simple, closed-form manner. Moreover, an argument based on convex duality shows that an improvement in weighted classification error on any round yields a commensurate improvement in discovery significance.
Weighted Classification Cascades for Optimizing AMS
This short note derives a minorization-maximization approach [4] to optimizing common measures of discovery significance in high energy physics. We begin by introducing notation adapted from the 2014 Higgs boson machine learning (HiggsML) challenge 1 [1] . Let D = {(x 1 , y 1 , w 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n , w n )} represent a weighted dataset with feature vectors x i ∈ X , labels y i ∈ {−1, 1}, and weights w i > 0, and let g : X → {−1, 1} represent a classifier which assigns labels to each datapoint x ∈ X . Then we may define Our aim is to maximize the measures of approximate median significance (AMS) [3] ,
which were employed as utility measures for the HiggsML challenge [1] . However, the approach we pursue applies equally to any utility measure of the form
where h is increasing and f is closed proper convex and differentiable. We first observe that f 2 and f 3 are closed proper convex functions and hence may be rewritten in terms of their convex conjugates [2] . The following linearization lemma makes this more precise.
Lemma 1 (Linearization Lemma). Consider a differentiable, closed proper convex function f : R → R and real numbers a > 0 and c with c/a in the effective domain of
where the minimum on the right-hand side is achieved by u * = f ′ (c/a).
Proof
The representation (2) is a direct application of the Fenchel-Young inequality [2] , which further implies that a f By applying this lemma to our expressions for AMS 2 and AMS 3 , we obtain fruitful variational representations for our significance measures.
Proposition 2 (Variational Representations for Approximate Median Significance).
To obtain the result for − 
Proposition 2 shows that, for m ∈ {2, 3}, maximizing AMS m (g, D) over g is equivalent to minimizing R m (g, u, D) jointly over f and u. To minimize R m (g, u, D), we adopt a coordinate descent strategy which alternates between optimizing f with u held fixed and updating u with f held fixed. Optimizing f for fixed u is equivalent to solving a weighted binary classification problem with class weights determined by u. Consequently, this step can be carried out using any classification procedure that supports observation weights. Furthermore, we have seen that the optimal value u * for a given f can be computed in closed form. Thus, our proposed optimization scheme consists of solving a series of weighted binary classification problems, a weighted classification cascade. The cascade steps for optimizing AMS 2 and AMS 3 are presented in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 respectively.
Algorithm 1 Weighted Classification Cascade for AMS
Finally, we note that AMS m is guaranteed to increase whenever a newly selected scoring function g t+1 achieves smaller weighted classification error with respect to u t than its predecessor g t , since in this case R m (g t+1 , u t , D) > R m (g t , u t , D), and hence
Such a monotonicity property is characteristic of minorization-maximization algorithms [4] . 
Related work
The common functional form b D (g)f sD (g) bD (g) for convex f is evocative of the class of discrepancy measures known as f -divergences [6] . Indeed, b D (g)f sD (g) bD (g) can be viewed as a generalized f -divergence between two unnormalized measures. Nguyen et al. [7] and Lexa [5] have derived algorithms analogous to those derived here for optimizing f -divergences.
